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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Welcome to ProDOC, eDOC Innovations’ workflow management system that automates the capture of an institution’s 
documents. ProDOC is eDOC Innovations’ solution to capture, scan, create and save documents that are then stored 
in the DocLogic database. ProDOC is intended for teller-line or point-of-sale applications and includes features that 
automatically extract index data from captured files and allows data entered to be added to the document image. Using 
an electronic signature pad, customer signatures can be applied to the document and the document can be printed using 
either the original file from a processing system or the image generated within ProDOC. 

SIGN IN

ProDOC Receipts is an integrated document capture solution. It works as a stand-alone module or can be 
Packaged with ProDOC Forms. 

ProDOC Forms, also available as a stand-alone module, allows for the design and capture of institution-specific 
fillable and signable forms.

ProDOC Packages creates institution-specific virtual file cabinets and verifies that all documents within the 
workflow are fully present and compliant prior to completion. ProDOC Forms is a prerequisite for ProDOC 
Packages.

eDOC Signature send documents electronically for remote signature, making the electronic paperless 
documentation process faster and easier. eDOC Signature requires ProDOC Forms and ProDOC Packages.

If using the Microsoft Active Directory service, the program will automatically launch. Otherwise, click on the        icon to 
launch the program. Sign in with user name and password.

MAIN MENU
When signed into ProDOC, this         icon appears in the lower right-hand corner system tray where the time and date 
appear.

Right-click the ProDOC icon to access the ProDOC main menu. The pop-up menu displays ProDOC’s function abilities. 
All of these options may not be available when a user signs in as these options are dependent on the purchased modules 
and the individual user permissions. If any option is not visual (grayed out), the user does not have the privileges for that 
function.

If using eDOCSignature with ProDOC, you will now have two extra submenu options, Send Document for Signing, 
and Document Signing Status. If using eDOCSIgnature with ProDOC, see section Initiating eDOCSignature, page 
18, and Accessing Returned Signed and Completed Documents page 22. See the complete eDOCSignature Remote 
Signing Manual in the ProDOC section in our Client Center.
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Setup allows the configuration of ProDOC.

Upload checks the backup folder for any files and uploads those files to the holding area.

Reload Form Definitions reloads settings and form definitions from the central ProDOC.def file. This function is used after 
editing form definitions to refresh the local copy of form information without restarting ProDOC.

Create produces a document using a stored template.

Scan creates a document by scanning pages.

Load Pending loads a document stored in one of the pending areas.

Packages opens the Package Manager to view the status of packages and associated documents.

Saved Documents opens the View Saved Documents window which allows the user to view and print saved documents 
for the previous seven days on the computer the documents were created on. 

Change Password allows the logged in user to change their password.

Users and Groups are administrative tasks that allow for the edit of available permissions to users and groups.

About ProDOC displays the ProDOC splash screen which includes License Name, Expiration Date, Product Version and 
Compile Date. This information is needed when making a support call to eDOC Innovations.

Log off [current user] logs-off current user and opens the login window for a new user to login.

Exit closes ProDOC. eDOC Innovations recommends exiting the application every evening before logging off the computer.

MAIN MENU OVERVIEW

Setup 

Show All Forms allows 
all users to select any 
form regardless of what is 
included in their Effective 
Permissions.

Use Stored Settings When 
Printing uses previously saved 
setting for printing. Clicking 
Custom Print opens the Custom 
Print Commands window (and 
will toggle back to Standard 
Print). Refer to the Administrator 
Guide for more on this option.

The Show... Buttons are set 
by an administrator. Refer 
to the administrator before 
changing any of these settings.

Clicking on Setup from the Main Menu will open the Setup window. The setup button allows for the configuration of 
ProDOC. This screen may show additional tabs which will depend on the user’s permissions - but it always will show a 
General tab. If additional tabs are available, refer to the ProDOC Administrator Guide to learn more about those tabs. 

Show Printer Setup Dialog 
When Printing displays Print 
Setup window upon printing.
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Select the printer. The Print Setup window will open to allow a user to set up additional information, such as paper size, 
source, and orientation. Click OK to store these settings. 

The Display Options change the look of the receipt. If any of the Show... Buttons are not checked, these options will 
not be available for use. The Screen Font option will change the look and size of the font in the document. These options 
are set by the administrator. Refer to the administrator before changing any of these settings.  

General Tab

The General tab is where users can configure the receipt and form printers that documents will physically print to. 
Clicking on the Receipts and/or Forms Printer ellipsis button will display the dropdown where a user can choose any 
printer that is installed on their computer.
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If a Signature Pad is connected to the computer, more often than not, it will be set to COM1 from the dropdown box and 
the Always Connected box will be checked. If a signature pad is not connected to the computer, the Use Signature 
Pad Connected To: will be set to No pad. 

Configure Package Types is an interface that makes changes to packages and is an administrative task. For more 
information refer to the ProDOC Administrator Guide.

Upload checks ProDOC’s backup system on the computer to see if any files are there. If files are there, Upload will send 
them to the server. Upload is for instances where network activity has been dropped or the user has worked off line. 
ProDOC will send the item for processing once the Upload button has been selected or ProDOC is exited. When files are 
uploading, a progress bar will display indicating the status of the files.

Reload Form Definitions

Upload

Reload Form Definitions reloads the settings on the computer from the central ProDOC .def file on the server, which 
houses every configuration and setting for every form. Reload Form Definitions refreshes the local copy of files without 
restarting ProDOC. The administrator will advise when to perform this function.

Create 

Create produces a document using a stored template. Clicking on Create opens the Document Selector window where 
users can pick a document from the configured forms (unique to their institution).
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Scan

Right-click the ProDOC icon and choose 
Scan from the pop-up menu.

Scan opens the Signature Capture 
window where scanning is performed. 
This window will open with a warning 
that the user must identify a “Form 
Name” in the box above. 

Choosing a Form Name from the 
dropdown will open data fields in the 
left column. The data fields listed will 
depend on the type of form selected. As 
much information as known should be 
entered into these boxes.

Any document, such as driver’s license, 
insurance card, etc., can be scanned 
into ProDOC. Documents can be 
scanned as an additional page of a 
captured form or as an independent 
document.

If the new documents being scanned 
are part of an existing package, be sure 
to select the package from the Add the 
document to package section. (This 
function requires Packages add-on).

Click Scan Options. This opens the 
Scanning Options window.

Click Select Scanner to display a list of 
installed scanners.   
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The Twain driver is used for scanning document. 

The Show scanner setting dialog will open the settings dialog box upon clicking OK.

Override scanner settings will take the settings specified in that dialog and make them the default settings when 
scanning with the selected scanner.

DPI stands for Dots Per Inch and is the resolution of the scan output. The higher the DPI the bigger the file will be. eDOC 
Innovations recommends the following DPIs.

    Color Scans    100 DPI
    Grayscale Scans  150 DPI
    Black and White Scans  200 DPI

Mode offers scan color options: Black and White, Grayscale or Color

Scan Duplex will scan the front and back of document (Duplex scanner required).

Invert Image will flip the image vertically if it was scanned in upside down.

Choose the scanner from the dropdown window. Click okay to save settings or click cancel to return to the previous screen. 

To begin scanning, click the scan page button. This 
will open the scanner interface of the scanner selected 
in the previous step. Each scanner will have its own 
settings page. Refer to the scanner’s user manual for 
explanation and use of settings.

The figure to the right is the scanner interface for 
the EcoScan i4s scanner. The R with the arrows 
around it repeats the last scan. The other buttons 
can be customized per user on each computer. 
Right clicking the image opens a dialog to change 
the default settings for the button. Highlighting the 
mouse over any of the buttons without clicking will 
show the current settings for that button.
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eDOC Innovations recommended settings for business card size documents (such as IDs) are color or grayscale using 
100 DPI and Business card in the Scan Size.  

Custom settings also can be used. If the Override scanner settings option was checked in the Scanning Options 
window, those settings will be used as default. Settings not specified in the default settings will be the last settings used. 
eDOC Innovations does not initialize any settings except for the ones in the override box and only if the check box is used.
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Once Scan is selected, the scanning window 
will open as it is scanning the page.

When the scan is complete, the document will appear in the Signature Capture window. The data fields also can be filled 
in at this time. The buttons that appears at the top of the window allow the user to modify the newly scanned document. 

Rotate Left will rotate the document to the left. 

Flip Vertical will flip the document 180 degrees.  

Rotate Right will rotate the document to the right.  

Delete Page will delete the page on the screen so it can be rescanned or removed.  

The Add Fillable Field option will allow the user to add a field to type text into the newly scanned document (see Fillable 
Forms). 
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Import File

In addition to scanning images, you also may import file from other applications directly into ProDOC from your file system 
or from inside the ProDOC (TIFF, .png, .gif, .jpeg, .bmp,  and .pdf formats supported). Following are three ways to import 
files into ProDOC.

1. Drag a document directly into your ProDOC icon and it will open ProDOC and display the document automatically!

2. Locate and highlight the document you wish to 
import into ProDOC. Right click on your mouse 
to open the action pane and select Send to. 
From the submenu, choose ProDOC. This will 
open ProDOC and display the document.
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3. If you are already in ProDOC, click on Import File. This will open your file systems. Browse to the document you want 
to import and double click on it.

When the import is complete, the document will appear in the Signature Capture window where the data fields can 
be filled in at this time. The buttons that appears at the top of the window allow the user to modify the newly imported 
document. 

Rotate Left will rotate the 
document to the left. 

Flip Vertical will flip the 
document 180 degrees.  

Rotate Right will rotate the 
document to the right.  

Delete Page will delete the 
page on the screen so it can 
be rescanned or removed.  

The Add Fillable Field option 
will allow the user to add a 
field to type text into the newly 
scanned document (see 
Fillable Forms). 
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If the computer only has one pending area 
specified, this window will not open.  If there 
are multiple pending areas, this window will 
allow the user to choose the area from the 
dropdown where the documents are stored.
Select the Pending Area and click OK.  This 
will open the Load Pending Document 
window.

Load Pending

Packages

Packages is an add-on ProDOC feature that defines sets of documents used in a business process and facilitates the 
exchange of data between those documents. This helps users complete the process successfully by guiding the user 
through the creation of required and optional documents, reducing the work necessary to complete the documents 
because data filled in one document automatically transfers to subsequent documents. This also allows the user to 
see the status of all documents pertaining to the process in one location. Packages also supports interfaces with third-
party tools to provide advanced services, such as electronic document signing. More information on how to navigate in 
packages is presented later in this manual or the user can refer to the ProDOC Administrator Guide.

The package name has an “All” category, 
allowing you to search throughout all 
packages. Your search can include data from 
form, created by, created on, comment, and 
account fields. In the Filter Results box, type 
your search criteria. The results filter as you 
type. Matches for the text are displayed Filter 
Results. This feature is turned Off by default. 
Contact an eDOC Client Service Rep to make 
your Pending searches quick and easy.

Double click or highlight the item and click on 
Load. This opens the document in its current 
status in the Signature Capture window.
 
Delete will remove the highlighted document 
from the Load Pending Document window.
In the Confirm window, click Yes to continue 
or No to cancel.

Close exits the Load Pending function.

RefreshRefresh
Clicking on this symbol will refresh 
the document on the screen.

RebuildRebuild
Clicking on this symbol will rebuild 

the entire list of documents.
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Saved Documents opens the View 
Saved Documents window which 
allows the user to view and print saved 
documents from the previous seven days 
(or whatever number is specified in the 
configuration file) on the computer they 
were created on. 

Saved Documents

Double-clicking on a form or highlighting a 
form and selecting View opens the View 
Document window which displays the 
selected document and its corresponding 
index information.

Change Password opens the Change 
User Password window to allow the 
logged-in user to change their password.

Change Password
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About ProDOC opens the program’s splash screen 
which includes License Name, Expiration Date, 
Product Version and Compile Date. This is important 
information to have when making a support call to 
eDOC Innovations.

Users and Groups are administrative tasks that allow users to add, modify or delete users and groups and their 
associated permissions. Refer to the ProDOC Administrator Guide for more information on how to use this function.

Users and Groups

About ProDOC

Log off logs-off the current user and opens the login window for a new user to login. 

Log off

Exit

Exit closes ProDOC. eDOC Innovations recommends exiting the application every evening before logging off the 
computer.
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ProDOC works by consistently monitoring a 
path on the computer for files sent from the 
core processor. To begin a Receipt Capture, 
the receipt must first be generated in the 
core data processor and print or output to 
ProDOC.  As long as the user is signed 
into ProDOC, this will open the Document 
Selector window. Select the form in the 
Print data received. Choose form type: 
dropdown. Choose Package if available (or 
None) and click OK. 

This will open the document in the Signature 
Capture window. If the computer is 
configured to “select form after display” then 
this window will not display and the user will 
be taken directly to the Signature Capture 
window.

RECEIPT CAPTURE

The Cash Tracker window will open if it has 
been selected from the Setup | Receipt 
tab by an administrator. The default setting 
for opening Cash Tracker is determined 
by the institution at setup, but a user can 
force Cash Tracker to open on demand 
by checking the Cash Tracker box in the 
Signature Capture window.   

The Cash Tracker is an electronic calculator 
that can be used as a research tool to track 
money brought in and taken out at the teller 
line and works in addition to a register tape. 
The information will append to the receipt 
without being visual on the receipt or the 
screen and will allow users to search the 
database later if needed. 

To close the Cash Tracker window, click 
Close. 

Cash Tracker
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Make sure all data in the index match the information on the form. 

If the document requires a signature and the signer is present, the user could have the document signed now. Once the 
signature is appended, the index fields on the left are locked and marked as complete. However, if information in the index 
fields did need to be changed after the signature was appended and the index fields were locked, by left clicking on the 
signature box and then right clicking, a Retry button will appear. Clicking on Retry will erase the signature and unlock the 
fields on the left. The customer’s signature then would need to be recollected. 

FORM CAPTURE
Once a document is created and sent to ProDOC, the form capture window will open. 

Any document that can be physically printed can be printed to the ProDOC virtual printer. This printer sends files to the 
same path as the core host. Once ProDOC processes the information, the Document Selector window will open. Choose 
the form type from the Form Name dropdown, or click the search icon and type the name. Once the location is chosen, 
the Signature Capture window will open where the user can populate the index fields. Once the required account field is 
filled, any information associated with that account will auto fill into the index fields (First Name, Last Name, SSN).

Some data processors may automatically fill in some or all of the data. This creates searchable index data. 
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FILLABLE FORMS
Fillable Forms are created by the administrator. These forms allow the user to populate information into a document by 
filling in the index fields. Not all documents will have this ability. As a user becomes more familiar with their system, they 
will also become more familiar with what forms have been set up as fillable. 

Right-click ProDOC and select Create. The Document Selector will open. Select the document. 

Fillable fields that have been configured on the form can be typed in directly on the form. Only indexed information that 
has been configured as fillable fields will show on the right screen. Fill out index information on the left for document 
retrieval after the document has been saved. If the account number has no fillable field in the form, it will not show up on 
the form but will be required before saving.

User will allow someone else to sign into ProDOC to save as 
that user.

Photo will take a picture through the security cameras at the 
institution. Currently, eDOC Innovations only supports Digital 
Sprite security cameras.

Print will physically prints a copy of the document. Clicking on 
the ellipsis next to print will open the Print Options window.  
Select options and click OK.

Pending will allow the user to store the document in an 
unfinished state for later retrieval. The document can then be 
retrieved and completed by another user and saved to the 
archive.

eSign will open the Signer Information window (see eDOC 
Signature section).

Save will save the document.

Cancel will cancel the document.

Signature Capture Buttons
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Add forms to eDOCSignature Packages

You can add a form to an eDOCSignature package and auto-populate the signer roles. From the Capture screen, add the 
information and select eSign. 

This will open the Signer Information window. Check the box to Add to eDS package.
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Select your package from the dropdown. 

ProDOC auto-populates the signer information from the eDOCSignature package.
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NAVIGATING PRODOC PACKAGES

Virtually print forms from the host data processing system. When the form loads into ProDOC, the user will need to select 
Create New from the Add Document to Package found at the bottom left of the ProDOC screen.

The Edit Package window will open and auto-populate any information already entered into the ProDOC Signature 
Capture window (Account, First /Last name, etc.). Verify all required data are correct. Enter Product details, if required, 
based on the institution’s use of the Product field. Click OK.

The Renew button will reset package or product information to the default settings.

Create a Package
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This will populate package data to the Add this Document to Package seen at the bottom left of the ProDOC screen. 
Collect any signatures in person that are necessary. When ready, complete the document by choosing Save, Print, 
Pending, eSign. Cancel will cancel the document and delete any changes.
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INITIATING eSIGN

To begin the process of sending a document out for eSign, capture or create a new document in ProDOC. To capture a 
document, print the document to the ProDOC Printer that is configured on your workstation. To create a new document 
from a template right click on the ProDOC icon in your systems tray (usually at the bottom next to the clock) and click on 
Create. This will open the Document Selector menu. Click on the dropdown and select the document to be eSigned.

Right-click on the      to open 
ProDOC’s menu of options.
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If the eSign setup for this form is not complete, this warning will open asking you to fill in the missing eSign information 
(signature elements). Click Yes to open the eSign Signer window. Click No to close this window and return to the 
captured form.

When the document opens, add any fillable fields and index information and click on eSign.

If the eSign button is clicked and the document has not been set up with signature elements, the following will prompt 
the user asking if they want to upload the document as a reference document to be sent with the package as additional 
information. 
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If you get this error, it means you will need to create a 
unique email address for the sender in your local vault.

Clicking OK will open the Sender Email Address and 
Name Required window.

To set up the document for eSign, select the Signer ID, which will populate with a preselected Signer Role.  Select from 
the dropdown the SigBox Type (Signature, Date, etc.) Click on Save to save this information or Cancel to exit the window 
and return to the document.

In the Sender Email Address and Name Required 
window, enter the name and address of the sender (the 
from name) that will appear on the eSign notification 
emails.

Click OK to proceed to the Signer Information 
window.
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In the Signer Information window, enter the information for each person who will be receiving documents to be signed 
via eDOCSignature. Signer 1 will always be included. Check or uncheck the Include Signer on the left for signers who do 
or do not need to sign electronically. 

Check Force signer to use the name below a signature to ensure the signer's signature will match the name 
designated in the name field. When the signer goes to sign their signature to the document, the signer will be forced to 
used this name and not an abbreviated version.

Email validation option: when enabled, ProDOC checks the signer email against the nine standard email extensions 
(.com, .net, .org, .info, .us, .edu, .biz, .gov, .mil.) If an email address doesn’t contain one of these extensions, and is a valid 
email format, this confirmation will display:

Force Signer option

Check to include

Clicking on Generate Authorization Code will randomly select a six digit authorization code for signers 
and automatically update the code in the Auth Code box. Your organization will decide how your want to 
distribute authorization codes: via an automatic email or a personal phone call. If a personal phone call is your 
organization’s preference, the automatic email function can be shut off.

If the Use personal data verification box is checked, the signer’s identy will be verfied by a third service. To sign 
up for this service, contact an eDOC Client Service Representative.

The Ready for Sign Now button instantly places your document into an eSign status, quickly preparing the 
document for in-person signing. For more information on this process, see the ProDOC – In-Person Signing 
manual.  

Click to modify 
email.

Click if email 
is correct
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Click Done. A new package has been created. Subsequent forms now can be added to this and other packages. To access the 
Package Manager, click on the Packages option in the Main Menu.

ProDOC also allows users to upload reference documents. To make the sending process easy, the reference document 
should be added to the package last. If reference documents have been added to the package, the for reference only 
box should be checked in the Signer Information window.
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The newly created package will appear at the top of the Package Manager window for the user who created it. 

Click on ► to expand the package to view the list of forms for this package type.

Continue adding forms to the package. Add the required Missing documents in the lists. Optional forms may be needed 
for some packages and not others. 

To add a form that is not in the package, click the Add Other button to open the Document Selector window. This will 
include the additional documents not in the original list. Use the scan or create button to add documents already in the list. 
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If there is an existing form in the database that is needed in the package, select Add Existing and query the DocLogic 
database. This will allow a user to associate the document with the package.

The Add Existing window will open the Search/Find Document window. Narrow the search by choosing a category in 
Tables and selecting Fields. In this example, the Account field was chosen and the account number was typed into the 
text box. Click Add to include information into the criteria box. Click Search. 
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Any document ready to be sent out for eSign or already out for eSign will have the symbol      . When all forms within a 
package are ready for eSign, highlight the package and select the Send eSign button at the top of the Package Manager 
screen.

e

When the document is located, the Select a Document window will open. View the document or Select the document 
to add to the package. Clicking on New Search will open the Find a Document window where the user can re-search 
criteria.
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A confirm window will open asking: Send eSign 
documents out for signature? 

The email message sent to each signer can be personalized, and/or a default message can be used. This message is set 
up in the eSign Envelope Options window in Package Manager. The personalized message can be placed in the eSign 
Additional Text box.

Users can decide the order the forms will be sent by moving the forms up or down in the eSign Form Order window. 

You can also assign the signing role and the order in which the documents will be signed by clicking on the plus and 
minus signs in the Signing Order groups. In the example below, the employee, assigned 0 will need to sign the documents 
before the eDOC Signer.  This documenta the eDOC Signer will receive will already have the employee signature on it.

Click Save when finished.

If you delete a document in a package, you will be 
prompted with a message that tells you that the eSIgn 
process will be canceled for that document. 
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Contact the signer to give them their authorization code(s). Verify this is the correct individual before disclosing the code. 

The package in Package Manager will change status to Out for eSign after the 15 minute interval has passed. The 
Access Code seen in the figure below is also the authorization code. If a signer forgets their code, this is the easiest 
place to retrieve it. 

Unless the institution has additional steps prior to closing out a Package, once all documents are completed and signed, 
the Package status should read closed.

Clicking Close Out allows the user to close the current 
package with the selected status. If operating in remote 
mode, closing out a package will remove all associated 
documents from local storage.

If a customer wants to cancel the transaction at any time, the 
package can be canceled by highlighting the package and 
clicking on Close Out. Select Canceled - Discontinued by 
customer.

If the application is rejected by the institution, highlight 
the package and click Close out and select Declined - 
Discontinued by institution.

A package can be reopened by highlighting the package and 
clicking Close Out again. A confirmation window will open to 
ask if you are sure you want to change the status of a closed 
package?  Click Yes. The Close Out window will reopen 
where the user can select Open- Re-open the package. 
The package will return to its status prior to closing, rejecting 
or canceling. 

An information window will open confirming that the document will be sent out for signature. Emails are sent automatically 
every 15 minutes from the top of the hour (if sent from computer at 8:04, it will be sent to the signer at 8:15).

Click OK.
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Right click on the ProDOC menu and select Document Signing Status to check the status of the documents. This will 
open to the Manage Documents page. The status of documents are color coded: Green means the document has been 
completed, yellow means the document is still out for eSign. Clicking on the colored bar will open a dropdown where you 
can access the document for review.  Click on the icon to the left of the document’s name.

Opening the document from the Manage Docu-
ment page will provide the signed document and 
the timestamp of the signature in the upper left 
hand corner.

ACCESSING RETURNED, SIGNED, AND, COMPLETED DOCUMENTS
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Another way to access audit information for documents sent out for eDOCSignature is via your idocVAULT. Log into 
idocVAULT and click the Documents or Images tab and search in the table where the document was stored.  From the 
list, the signed document can be viewed by just clicking on it. To view the audit information with the signed document, click 
on the right arrow. This will change the view to the view you see below. 

From this screen, clicking on the arrow icon to the left will open the signed doc with no audit information. Click-
ing the icon to the right will open the signed doc with the audit information appended to the end of the docu-
ment.
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Request Doc

To request a document from a signer, click the Request Doc button.

Fill in the information for the request and click Done. If the Send Notification box is unchecked, the request will be sent 
with the rest of the package. If you select this box, the request will be sent immediately.
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The package will show the requested document status as Requested. When the signer uploads their requested 
documentation, it will be added to the package and the status will change to Saved.

The signer will receive a notification. When the requested document is uploaded into the 
package, indexing for that package is automatically 
added to it.  
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